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An Experience in Testing the Security of
Real-world Electronic Voting Systems
Davide Balzarotti, Greg Banks, Marco Cova, Viktoria Felmetsger, Richard Kemmerer, William Robertson,
Fredrik Valeur, and Giovanni Vigna
Abstract—Voting is the process through which a democratic society determines its government. Therefore, voting systems are as
important as other well-known critical systems, such as air traffic control systems or nuclear plant monitors. Unfortunately, voting
systems have a history of failures that seems to indicate that their quality is not up to the task.
Because of the alarming frequency and impact of the malfunctions of voting systems, in recent years a number of vulnerability analysis
exercises have been carried out against voting systems to determine if they can be compromised in order to control the results of
an election. We have participated in two such large-scale projects, sponsored by the Secretaries of State of California and Ohio,
whose goals were to perform the security testing of the electronic voting systems used in their respective states. As the result of the
testing process, we identified major vulnerabilities in all the systems analyzed. We then took advantage of a combination of these
vulnerabilities to generate a series of attacks that would spread across the voting systems and would “steal” votes by combining
voting record tampering with social engineering approaches. As a response to the two large-scale security evaluations, the Secretaries
of State of California and Ohio recommended changes to improve the security of the voting process. In this paper, we describe the
methodology that we used in testing the two real-world electronic voting systems we evaluated, the findings of our analysis, our attacks,
and the lessons we learned.
Index Terms—Voting Systems, Security Testing, Vulnerability Analysis
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I NTRODUCTION

E

LECTRONIC voting systems are becoming a pivotal
element of many modern democracies. National
governments and local administrations are continuously
looking for ways to streamline the voting process and
increase voter participation. The use of computer-based
systems to collect and tally votes seems to be a logical
and effective choice to accomplish these goals.
Unfortunately, real-world implementations of voting
systems have been marked by a series of problems that
worry both technologists and the general public. For example, a report published in January 2008 describes the
problems encountered in Sarasota County, Florida, when
counting the votes in the November 2006 Congressional
District 13 election [1]. In this case, 17,846 ballots (14.9%
of the total number of votes) cast on electronic voting
machines showed no vote for either candidate in the
race. In addition, the race was determined by only 369
votes. The report described the system responsible for
recording and tallying the votes as a “badly designed,
shoddily-built, poorly maintained, aging voting system
in a state of critical breakdown.”
A quote attributed to Stalin captured the critical role
of voting systems years before computer-based systems
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became widespread: “Those who cast the votes decide
nothing. Those who count the votes decide everything.”
Because of their critical role in determining the outcome
of an election, electronic voting systems should be designed and developed with the same care that is given to
other critical systems, such as air traffic control systems
or nuclear power plant monitors. However, a number of
recent studies have shown that most (if not all) of the
electronic voting systems being used today are fatally
flawed [2], [3], [4] and that their quality does not match
the importance of the task that they are supposed to
carry out.
Until recently, electronic voting systems have been
certified by third-party evaluation companies. Most of
the time, these companies test the general functionality
of the systems, their usability, and their accessibility for
disabled voters. However, in the past no substantial security testing was performed to identify serious security
vulnerabilities that affected multiple components of the
system and could result in an overall failure to provide
reliable vote tallying.
Recently, a number of US states (in particular California, Ohio, Florida, and New York) have commissioned
studies to test the security of the electronic voting machines that were to be used in forthcoming elections.
Our team was involved in the California Top-To-Bottom
Review (TTBR) in July 2007 [5] and in Ohio’s Evaluation
& Validation of Election-Related Equipment, Standards
& Testing (EVEREST) in December 2007 [6]. In the former, we evaluated the Sequoia voting system [7], [8],
while, in the latter, we evaluated the ES&S system. Our
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task was to identify, implement, and execute attacks
that could compromise the confidentiality, integrity, and
availability of the voting process. As a result of the
security testing performed in these studies, the systems
used in California were decertified and those used in
Ohio were recommended for decertification.
In this paper, we present the methodology and tools
that we developed in the security testing of these voting machines, the results of our analysis, the attacks
that we devised against the systems, and the lessons
learned in the process of testing real-world, widely-used
implementations of voting systems. These systems have
peculiar characteristics that make the testing of their
security particularly challenging. We believe that our
experience can help other researchers in this field, as well
as policy makers and certifying organizations, develop
more rigorous procedures for the security testing of
voting systems.
We have studied the systems and voting procedures
described in this paper in the context of US-based elections. Therefore, the results and lessons learned reported
here might not necessarily apply without modification to
other countries. However, we believe that the problems
we found would affect any election that relies on the
voting systems that we evaluated. In addition, we are
confident that some of the lessons learned in our experience with the security evaluation of the two voting
systems that we analyzed apply to other voting systems
and election procedures as well.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In
Section 2, we discuss the underlying motivation for
performing the security evaluation of the two electronic
voting systems that we analyzed. In Section 3, we
present some historical remarks on the voting process,
and we discuss related work that provided context for
the evaluation efforts in which we were involved. In
Section 4, we provide an overview of electronic voting
systems, and we describe the challenges that one faces
when testing the security of real-world voting systems.
In Section 5, we present the methodology that we devised (and followed) during the evaluations, while, in
Section 6, we present the tools and techniques that we
developed in order to support our testing approach. In
Section 7, we present, in detail, the findings of our analyses. Then, in Section 8, we show how the vulnerabilities
we found could be used to mount a series of attacks
whose goal is to tamper with the outcome of an election.
Finally, in Section 9, we describe the lessons we learned
in evaluating real-world electronic voting systems, and,
in Section 10 we conclude.

a scientific research perspective? There are several answers to this question, all of which provide the necessary
motivation needed for this research.
First and foremost, the security testing of electronic
voting systems is not a well-documented or oftenundertaken effort. As was mentioned previously, the
testing and certification of these systems is generally
focused on usability, is funded by the company that is
to profit from the system, and is a private affair (i.e., the
results of testing are never made public). The TTBR and
EVEREST reviews are the first of their kind, providing
the project participants with not only source code, but
also the machines and guidance necessary to recreate a
realistic electronic voting system. This allowed for the
actual execution of attacks that were previously only
theoretical because of physical limitations (e.g., the lack
of hardware and system binaries) and the validation that
the attacks were actually effective.
Second, the nature of such systems (i.e., their common
aim and ability to perform a function defined by a
set of laws and state-mandated procedures) gives rise
to a common high-level design among these systems.
This common framework deserves a well-vetted and
publicly-executed testing methodology. While current
standards provide a “checklist” of characteristics that
must be verified, there are no guidelines or suggestions
on how these characteristics can or should be verified.
Finally, the thorough third-party evaluation of such
systems necessitates a certain amount of skill and knowledge that we, as systems security researchers, possess:
namely the ability to reverse engineer complex systems
in an effort to violate assumptions and successfully coerce a system into an undesirable, insecure state. The two
evaluations in which we participated were interesting
exercises in applying this knowledge in novel ways to
real-world systems in order to develop techniques and
tools that can serve to educate and direct future voting
system testing.
The focus of these evaluations, then, was twofold:
1) Gain testing experience that can be used to help
develop a general methodology for testing electronic
voting systems and, thus, provide a stepping stone
for future auditors and researchers.
2) Utilize our reverse engineering experience to expose
vulnerabilities in the voting system components that
we analyzed, develop tools to interact with them,
and gain a deeper understanding than would be
possible otherwise.
The approach we followed and the results we obtained
are reported in the following sections.
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3 E LECTRONIC
LATED W ORK

M OTIVATION

Testing and evaluating any system, if done right, is
generally a time-consuming and tedious endeavor. One
might ask then, “why dedicate all this time and effort
to test the security of these particular systems?” In other
words, what makes this a novel and useful activity from

VOTING H ISTORY

AND

RE-

The conduct of elections has changed numerous times
and in many ways in the course of democracy [9]. In
particular, if one looks at the history of voting in the
US, it seems possible to recognize a common, repeating
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pattern driving its evolution. The introduction of new
voting requirements (e.g., the right to voter privacy)
and the manifestation of limitations of the existing
voting technology repeatedly opened the way to the
introduction of novel voting equipment. This cycle of
inadequacies and technical advancements has motivated
some authors to talk about a “fallacy of the technological
fix” in the context of voting [10].
It is possible to identify several examples of these
turning points in voting technology. For example, the
secret, or “Australian,” ballot, in which voters mark
their choices privately, on uniform ballots printed at
public expense and distributed only at polling places,
was introduced in 1888 to substitute for the practice
of voting openly (e.g., viva voce) or on custom-made,
partisan paper ballots, which made it all too easy to
intimidate voters and otherwise influence the vote casting process. Mechanical lever machines became the most
commonly used voting device in larger urban centers
by the 1930s, when it was clear that the secret ballot
was open to subjective ballot interpretation and, thus,
was vulnerable to manipulative vote counting. These
new machines brought with them additional novelties,
such as the use of private curtained booths and new
ballots using tabular layouts. Unfortunately, by recording only the total of the votes cast rather than the
individual votes, they also made it impossible to perform
recounts or otherwise verify the final results. The next
wave of innovation occurred in the early 1960s, when
first punch card machines and, later, optical mark-sense
scanners were introduced. These machines promised
more accurate vote recording and faster tallying. Finally,
direct recording electronic (DRE) machines started to be
utilized for voting purposes around 1975.
The decisive transition toward electronic voting systems, which are currently in use in the vast majority of
the US, happened only after the 2000 US presidential
election. In the decisive Florida race, Bush led Gore by
537 votes out of over 6 million votes cast, amid a number
of irregularities and problems, some of which have
been attributed to the use of old and inadequate voting
technology. In particular, controversy raised around the
confusing design of certain ballots (e.g., the infamous
“butterfly” ballot used in Palm Beach County) and the
appropriate method of counting ballots in the presence of “hanging” or “dimpled” chads (incompletelypunched holes in ballots with, respectively, one or more
corners still attached or all corners attached but a visible
indentation).
The legislative answer to the Florida debacle was the
Help America Vote Act (HAVA) [11], which was enacted
in October 2002 and aimed at completely reforming election administration [12]. In particular, HAVA established
minimum election standards, thus providing a least common denominator in an otherwise patchwork of different
voting systems and regulations. Second, it created the
Election Assistance Commission (EAC), with the tasks
of acting as a national clearinghouse regarding election

administration, developing and adapting voluntary voting system guidelines, and testing and certifying voting
systems through accredited laboratories. Finally, the act
provided $3.86 billion in funding over several years
to replace older voting technology, train poll workers,
increase accessibility, and start research and pilot studies.
The newly-passed legislation and the available funding convinced many states and counties to adopt electronic voting systems. As of 2007, $1.2 billion remained
available to states, with the majority of the funds being
expended for acquiring voting systems and technologies [13].
Unfortunately, electronic voting systems were far from
being the final solution to voting problems. In fact,
technology alone does not guarantee the absence of
irregularities or problems. For example, in the 2008 senatorial race in Minnesota, almost 7,000 ambiguous ballots
were challenged by the two leading campaigns, even
though the vast majority of the counties used modern
optical scanners for counting ballots. After a review of
the disputed ballots, the victor was decided by a mere
225 votes [14]. To put these figures in perspective, it is
worthy to remember that Minnesota has 4,131 precincts.
In addition, new technologies have often been found
to be faulty. Citizen advocacy groups and others have
collected and reported malfunctions associated with the
use of electronic voting systems. It is not uncommon
for these lists to contain hundreds of documented failures affecting essentially all of the existing voting systems [15], [16], [17]. The most recurring problems are
related to the reliability of the voting machines, both in
terms of accuracy and availability. The consequences of
such problems range from long lines at precincts and
lengthy recounts to lost votes and sudden switches in
election results.
There are several reasons for the poor quality of existing voting systems. First, HAVA has created an incentive
for counties to rush into using DREs. In some cases,
jurisdictions may have done so without adequate preparation, and, as a consequence, have experienced failures
during an election. Similarly, vendors may have rushed
their products to market in order to beat competitors,
at the expense of careful testing and quality assurance
programs.
Second, effectively managing the life cycle of a voting
system is a complex task, requiring the careful combination of people, processes, and technology [12]. For
example, voting systems are developed by vendors and
purchased as commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) products
by the state and local administrators that are actually
in charge of running an election. These groups often
have limited resources for testing the voting machines,
identifying problems, and having them fixed in a timely
manner.
Third, voting machines are complex software artifacts
that need to account for and conform to a number of
technical and procedural requirements and policies. This
situation is further complicated by the fact that the US
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election process can be seen as an assemblage of 51
somewhat distinct election systems (those of the 50 states
and the District of Columbia), each with its own rules
and exceptions. In addition, it is common for states to
further decentralize this process, so that voting details
are carried out at the city or county level.
Finally, the standards that set the functional and performance requirements against which the systems are
developed, tested, and operated have often been found
to be inadequate [12], [18], [19]. Among the reasons
for concern, critics include vague and incomplete security guidelines, insufficient documentation requirements,
and inadequate descriptions of the configuration of commercial software.
From the security point of view, a natural question
to ask is whether the weaknesses demonstrated by electronic voting systems could be leveraged by attackers to
subvert the results of an election, for example causing
incorrect tallying of votes or violating other properties
of the voting process, such as user confidentiality. The
first concerns in this area largely predate the HAVA
reform [20], [21]; however, we focus here on security
evaluations of modern, current electronic voting systems.
The first analysis of a major electronic voting system
was performed in 2003, when Bev Harris discovered
that the software repository of the Diebold system (including source code, precompiled binaries, and other
documents) were stored on a publicly-accessible FTP
server [22]. After downloading the files and testing
the system, in particular the election management component, she discovered various ways to change votes,
bypass passwords, and alter audit logs [23].
The same Diebold repository was also analyzed by a
team of researchers from Johns Hopkins and Rice Universities [2], [24]. Their analysis, which focused on the
source code of the AccuVote-TS voting terminal, found
serious and wide-reaching problems and concluded that
the system was “far below even the most minimal security standards applicable in other contexts.” Subsequent
studies taking into account the actual hardware, election
procedures, and environment confirmed the main results
of the Hopkins-Rice study [25], [26].
The first independent security assessment of a complete voting system, including both the hardware and
the software components, is due to Feldman et al. [27].
The Princeton team obtained the system from an undisclosed “private party,” proved that malicious code could
be easily installed on the machine to undetectably steal
votes and modify records and audit logs, and developed a virus with the capability of spreading from
one machine to another. They also uncovered several
problems with the physical security of the terminal and,
in particular, found that standard furniture keys were
sufficient to open the door of the machine that protects
the memory card that stores the votes [28].
More recently, as access to electronic voting equipment has increased either through officially sponsored

initiatives or unofficial channels [29], assessments of
their security features have also become more common.
Available studies demonstrate that problems are present
in most systems, independent of the specific system’s
vendor. For example, Gonggrijp and Hengeveld examined the Nedap ES3B system used in the Netherlands
and reported a number of fundamental weaknesses (including compromising electromagnetic emanations) that
make it “unsuitable for use in election” [30]. Proebstel et
al. discovered several exploitable issues in Hart’s eSlate
system [3]. Ryan and Hoke discussed problems with
Diebold’s GEMS software [31]. Yasinsac et al. discovered
several software vulnerabilities in ES&S iVotronic [4].
More recently, some of the other teams involved in the
security assessments of California and Ohio have also
described their experiences and findings [32], [33].
While most of the studies have been directed at DRE
systems, problems are not limited to one category of electronic voting technology. Optical scanners also contain
security-relevant vulnerabilities [34], [35], [36].
The possibility of voting over the Internet and
Internet-based voting systems have also received great
scrutiny and showed similarly severe security issues [37].
For example, the SERVE system was designed to allow
US overseas voters and military personnel to vote in the
2004 primary and general elections, but the system was
canceled after a study uncovered a number of critical
vulnerabilities [38], [39]. Another relevant example is the
system in use for the election of the Assemblée des Français
de l’étranger, which, in turn, nominates twelve members
of the French Senate. The system was assessed by Appel,
who deemed it to be lacking the basic mechanisms
to assure that an election is conducted accurately and
without fraud [40].
Flaws in current voting systems, which were discovered through testing and other analysis techniques, have
stimulated a number of research efforts to mitigate the
problems in deployed voting systems [41]. These efforts
focused on ameliorating security primitives, such as the
storage of votes [42], [43] and auditing [44], and on
formally assessing and making procedures more effective [45], [46]. In addition, a number of efforts have been
proposed to improve the design of voting machines [47],
[48], to develop new voting technologies [49], or to introduce novel voting protocols, often with particular desirable characteristics such as verifiable voting in absence of
trusted components [50] and privacy against adversaries
with unbounded computational resources [51].
This paper differs from the aforementioned studies
in several significant aspects. With respect to earlier
efforts, the reviews in which we participated had a much
broader scope: we had (almost) full access to source
code, documentation, actual voting machines, and procedure descriptions used in real elections. We also had the
opportunity to test complete voting systems rather than
single pieces of equipment. These factors allowed us to
test the security of the system more thoroughly (e.g.,
confirming vulnerabilities detected through source code
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analysis by developing actual, working exploits) and
to assess the security implication of combining several
vulnerable components (e.g., showing how a virus could
spread from one component of the voting system to
another).
The systems we tested were used in contexts where
the act of casting a vote and the transmission of ballots
over a network (e.g., the Internet) was prohibited by
law. Therefore, we did not have a chance to explore
problems arising in this situation. However, some of the
components we reviewed could be interconnected by an
internal network, physically separated and disconnected
from external networks. We investigated this scenario
and documented the corresponding threats.
Finally, the contributions of this paper do not consist of
a novel voting technique or system. Instead, this paper
provides a comprehensive review of the methodology,
techniques, and tools we developed and used in our testing experiences, and a summary of the lessons learned
during our studies. The focus and the details we provide
on these aspects of our work also differentiate our paper
from those produced by other teams involved in the
California and Ohio evaluations. We believe that our
methodology is general and can be adapted and applied
even when the settings of the testing are different than
the projects we participated in, and we expect that this
information will be useful to other researchers who want
to test electronic voting machines.

4

VOTING S YSTEMS

Electronic voting systems are complex distributed systems, whose components range from general-purpose
PCs to optical scanners and touch-screen devices, each
running some combination of commercial off-the-shelf
components, proprietary firmware, or full-fledged operating systems. In this section, we present a description
of the components that most frequently are part of an
electronic voting system. Then, we describe what the
peculiarities of these systems are and why testing their
security is challenging.
4.1

Components of the system

The components of an electronic voting system are:
• DRE - Direct Recording Electronic voting machine is a device to record the voter’s choices. The DRE
is usually a touch-screen device where the voter
casts his/her vote. Figure 1 shows the DRE voting
machines of Sequoia and ES&S.
• VVPAT - Voter-Verified Paper Audit Trail - is a
paper-based record of the choices selected by the
voter. The VVPAT printer is hooked to the DRE
and the paper record is viewable by the voter, but
it is under a transparent cover so that it cannot
be modified other than through the normal voting
process. The VVPAT for the ES&S DRE can be seen
on the left of the touch-screen area in Figure 1.

EMS - Election Management System - is the system
responsible for the initialization of the components
that collect the votes and also for the final tallying
of the votes. The EMS is usually located at election
central and it is often implemented as software
running on a commodity PC.
• Optical Scanner - is an optical reader that counts
votes cast on paper ballots. There is usually one
scanner at each polling site and one at election
central (e.g., for the counting of absentee ballots1 ).
Figure 2 shows Sequoia and ES&S optical scanners.
• DTD - Data Transport Device - is a storage device
to transfer data between different components of the
systems. These devices are used to transport ballot
information to the DREs and optical scanners at the
polling site and to transport voting results to the
EMS. Figure 3 shows the DTDs used in the ES&S
voting system.
Prior to the election, ballot information is prepared on
the election management system at election central. This
information may be directly entered into the DREs and
the optical scanners, or it may be written onto DTDs that
are sent to the polling places, separate from the DREs
and scanners. Paper ballots for each of the polling places
are also prepared at election central.
On election day, prior to the start of the voting process,
if the DREs and optical scanners were not initialized at
the central location, then they are initialized with the
appropriate ballot information at the polling site, using
the DTDs that were sent to the polling place separate
from the DREs and scanners. After the DREs are initialized (or simply powered up, if they were initialized at
election central), they are tested with sample votes to see
if they record everything accurately. The optical scanners
are tested in a similar way. This is called the pre-election
logic and accuracy testing (pre-LAT) phase. If the DREs
and the scanners pass the pre-election testing, then they
are deemed ready to be used for voting.
When a voter comes to the polling place, he/she
registers at a desk. Then, either the voter is given a token
(e.g., a smart card) to insert into the DRE to start voting,
or the election official carries the token and inserts it
into the DRE on the voter’s behalf. In the case of the
voter carrying the token, he/she removes the token and
returns it to the election official when he/she is finished
voting. If the election official initiates the voting session,
the token is usually removed before the voter starts to
cast his/her ballot. The voter’s selections are displayed
on the DRE screen and are also printed on the VVPAT.
If paper ballots are used, the voter is given a ballot and
a marking device to cast his/her vote. When the voter is
through, the ballot is handed to an official who inserts it
into the optical scanner to be read and recorded. Some
optical scanners will report an undervote (voting for less
than n choices when n are supposed to be picked) or an
•

1. An absentee ballot is a ballot that is cast without physically going
to a polling place on election day. Absentee ballots are usually sent by
mail to election central.
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Fig. 1. The DRE voting machines from Sequoia (left) and ES&S (right).

Fig. 2. The Optical Scanners from Sequoia (left) and ES&S (right).

overvote (voting for more than n choices when n is the
maximum number that can be marked). If this is the case,
the voter is given the opportunity to correct his/her vote.
After the election is closed, the results from each of
the DREs and scanners at a polling place are collected
on a DTD and returned to election central, where they
are read into the election management system to produce
a tally for the entire area.
Note that what we have described is a simplified, abstract version of the voting process that reflects how the
evaluated voting systems are used in US-based elections.
These systems, or some of their components, might be
used in different ways in other countries. Nonetheless,
we believe that this process is representative of how
these voting systems are used in most elections.
4.2

How voting systems differ from other systems

Electronic voting systems differ from other types of systems in a number of ways. One important difference is
that their results are hidden from the user. For instance,
if one is interacting with an ATM, the user has the cash
disbursed by the machine along with the receipt to verify
that the transaction occurred correctly. With an electronic

voting machine, the most that a voter receives is a receipt
indicating that he/she voted. Of course, the receipt never
records a vote, because if the voter were to receive such
a receipt indicating who was voted for, then votes could
be purchased or coerced.
Furthermore, with electronic voting systems, failures
are not apparent, because the changes in the overall
state of a system as a result of its interaction with the
voter (e.g., the total count of the votes associated with
a certain candidate), are hidden from the voter. That is,
even if the system were not behaving maliciously, the
DRE can make mistakes due to configuration problems,
such as an inaccurate touch-screen calibration (i.e., the
voter touches near the desired icon, but the vote is given
to the candidate or party associated with a neighboring
icon). This kind of problem can have an enormous effect
on the election results. Of course, these errors would be
indicated on the tally screen and on the VVPAT, but experiments have shown that these summary screens and
the VVPAT are seldom carefully reviewed by voters [52],
[53].
In addition to hiding the results of a transaction from
the user, the records are both electronically normalized
and anonymized. This has two consequences. First, if the
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Fig. 3. The Data Transport Devices used in the ES&S voting system. The reference coin is a US quarter, whose
diameter is 24.26 millimeters.
records are not properly protected using some form of
strong cryptography (used correctly, of course), they can
be altered without alerting suspicion beyond statistical
figures. Second, electronic records can be forged faster
and more easily than physical ones. In the case of
voting, a forgery would involve reverse-engineering the
results file format and simply writing file(s) as desired,
where previous attempts might have involved acquiring
a printing press and trying to imitate both the voting
form and the nondeterminism of the human hand. The
latter is clearly a much more involved task than the
former.
To prevent voting systems from being compromised,
physical security is of great importance. The systems are
locked in warehouses, which often require two-person
controls to enter. In addition, every component of a
voting system is accompanied by a “chain of custody
receipt” in order to generate an audit trail of who had
access to which components at what time. Unfortunately,
voting systems are often delivered to polling places a
week or more ahead of election day, and in the interim
are often stored in insecure environments, such as a
school gym or an election official’s garage. Such practices
represent an obvious “weak link” in the chain of custody.
In addition to physical security, much of the security
of the voting process is dependent on the poll workers
following explicit procedures. Unfortunately, most of the
personnel that are required to carry out these procedures
have very limited IT training and are not capable of dealing with problems that could arise when using electronic
voting systems. The solution to this problem often is to
have a representative from the voting system vendor on
site (or at least on call) to deal with IT problems that
may arise.
Since voting machines are so critical to our democracy,
there is a strong desire to assure that they perform correctly. Currently the assurance of these systems involves
a lengthy certification process. This certification process

is a double-edged sword. Because it takes so long for
(re)certification, vendors are often slow to apply patches
to their systems. The result is that vulnerabilities are
not fixed as soon as they should be, and vulnerable
systems are widely deployed. In a testimony before the
U.S. House of Representatives [54], Wagner presented
a number of problems with the certification process: (i)
there is a conflict of interest, because the required certification process performed by testing authorities is paid
for by the vendors; (ii) there is a lack of transparency,
since the reports are generally not publicly available; (iii)
certification does not include the testing and enforcing
of required standards; and (iv) there is the lack of a clear
decertification path for systems that fail testing.
In addition, the certification standards have their own
set of problems. They lack a clear system and threat
model, they often propose seemingly arbitrary specifications, they sometimes mandate impossible features,
and they cannot easily keep up with the appearance
of new security threats, as the definition of certification
standards is a time-consuming, lengthy process [55].
4.3

Security testing of voting systems

Security testing is generally an overlooked and underappreciated part of the electronic voting machine testing process as a whole. The reason for this deficiency
stems from many factors. First, the majority of software
developers are not security experts, or even securityaware. This leads to software with “bolted-on” security,
poorly implemented security, or no security whatsoever.
Second, software testing engineers and the organizations
that employ them are concerned with proper execution
in response to use cases and the advertised functionality of a product. Exceptional and hostile environments
are usually not considered in the testing process, even
though there is a substantial number of publications on
security testing [56], [57]; therefore, security holes are
not discovered. Finally, the security of large systems
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with many developers is often hard to assess, because
it requires knowledgeable individuals who are able to
understand how one could leverage the complex interactions between the components to bring the system into
an unintended and vulnerable state.
The aforementioned characteristics of voting systems
imply three important consequences that necessitate proper design and security evaluation. First, the presence of
sensitive election information makes the threat of wellfunded and motivated attackers a real concern. Second,
the distributed nature, complex design, and reliance on
proper execution of operational procedures all serve to
create a wide and varied attack surface. Finally, the
public’s relation to voting systems, both in their use
and in their effect on the future direction of society,
makes public perception and confidence of primary importance when testing these systems. All of these factors,
combined with historical implementation issues, set the
testing requirements for electronic voting systems apart
from the testing of other systems.
In order to ensure the public’s confidence in a voting
system, a rigorous, objective, and publicly accessible test
procedure and report must be developed. Reassurance
by the vendor is necessary, but cannot be considered
sufficient in this case. Instead, the system of checks and
balances that is important in any public arena should
also be applied here. It has to be noted that often the
public has been lulled into a false perception of the
security characteristics of electronic voting system by the
vendors of the systems and the administration that used
taxpayers’ money to acquire them.
Although the certification process can help validate
the proper functioning of a voting system under ideal
conditions, real-world deployments often rely on operational procedures for this assurance. These operational
procedures, however, cannot be the only measure guaranteeing security. Instead, there should be safeguards
built-in at both the software and physical layers for cases
in which these procedures are not carried out correctly or
in good faith. For these reasons, the relationship between
the operational procedures, their effect on information
flow, and the overall security of the system must be
carefully analyzed.
One of the biggest frustrations to the potential testing of current electronic voting systems is that they
use both proprietary hardware and software. In many
cases, being proprietary makes obtaining source code,
documentation, and build environments very hard. In
addition, the technologies that are used can be very old
and outdated, making the reproduction of a suitable
test environment nearly impossible. For these reasons,
the resources that are available to a potential objective
tester are usually severely constrained, enabling only
black-box testing where white-box or gray-box testing
is appropriate.
In the two voting system evaluations in which we
were involved, we tested specific configurations and
versions of the components of the systems. In the case of

the Sequoia voting system, we tested the WinEDS EMS
(version 3.1.012), the AVC Edge Model I DRE (firmware
version 5.0.24), the AVC Edge Model II DRE (firmware
version 5.0.24), the Optech 400-C/WinETP optical scanner (firmware version 1.12.4), the Optech Insight optical
scanner (APX K2.10, HPX K1.42), the Optech Insight
Plus optical scanner (APX K2.10, HPX K1.42), the Card
Activator (version 5.0.21), the HAAT Model 50 card
activator (version 1.0.69L), and the Memory Pack Reader
(firmware version 2.15). In the case of the ES&S voting
system, we tested the Unity EMS (version 3.0.1.1), the
iVotronic DRE (firmware versions 9.1.6.2 and 9.1.6.4), the
Model 100 optical scanner (firmware 5.2.1.0), and the
Model 650 optical scanner (firmware 2.1.0.0).

5

M ETHODOLOGY

In this section, we present a two-tiered testing methodology that can help security engineers in designing experiments to evaluate the security of an electronic voting
system. Steps 1 and 2 of the methodology deal with an
abstract, high-level view of the voting system. Steps 3
through 6 deal with the low-level actual implementation.
There is also a preparation for testing step, Step 0.
The overall approach focuses on finding software bugs
and design errors that lead to vulnerabilities that can
potentially be exploited by an attacker to violate the
integrity, confidentiality, and availability of the voting
process.
Step 0. Information gathering
This step is actually preparation for the testing process.
It consists of collecting all the available information on
the system under test and preparing the environment in
which the testing will be performed. In particular, it is
important to obtain the following resources:
• A copy of each of the components that are part
of the voting system. Even though some previous
analyses of electronic voting systems [2], [22], [24]
were based solely on the source code, the availability of the actual hardware greatly increases one’s
confidence in the results and allows the tester to
actually implement and verify the effectiveness of
each attack.
• A copy of both the source code and binaries for
each software component installed on the voting
machines. This is not strictly required in order to
test the voting system, but it can help to reduce
the amount of reverse engineering required and
simplify the vulnerability analysis.
• A copy of all the available documentation (e.g.,
software user manuals, hardware schematics, and
descriptions of the voting procedures) and the results of past testing experiments (if any) performed
by other teams on the same voting system. Many
of these documents are publicly available on the
Internet.
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Vendor support in terms of the training required to
properly operate each hardware or software component. In addition, a step-by-step example of a
complete election process can be very useful to
quickly understand all the involved procedures and
the interaction between the different components.
This information can be extracted from the documentation or from the analysis of each module.
However, the involvement of the vendor can greatly
simplify this task.
In our experiments (and therefore in the rest of the
paper), we assume that the testers have full access to
all of the aforementioned resources. It is important to
note that even though this access can greatly improve the
quality of the testing, previous studies have shown that
an attacker can successfully find exploitable vulnerabilities with very limited access to the hardware/software
infrastructure.
•

Step 1. Identification and analysis of the high-level
components and information flow
This step identifies the high-level flow of information
in the election process and any assumptions that are
made. The first thing to do is to identify the different
components used in the election process. These are not
the actual pieces of hardware, but are the abstract components, such as an election management system (EMS),
a DRE, or a data transport device. After all of the highlevel components are enumerated, it is necessary to identify what information, such as a “ballot,” is generated,
transported, or used by each component. For instance,
the EMS generates the ballot, and the DTDs transport
the ballot from the EMS to the DRE or to an optical
scanner.
Once all the details of each component have been collected, the tester can draw a global picture representing
the interaction and the information flow between the
devices involved in the voting process. Before starting
to look for vulnerabilities, it is important to add one last
piece to the puzzle: the voting procedures. Voting procedures are a set of rules and best practices that regulate
how a real election must be executed. For example, they
describe who is in charge of each operation, who is going
to operate the voting devices, and how the devices will
be operated.
Taking into account the procedures is very important
in designing realistic attack scenarios. However, it is also
very important to remember that a procedure cannot
be the only defense mechanism against an attacker. For
example, if there is a button on the side of an electronic
voting machine to reset the system, assuming that during
the election a poll worker can check that nobody presses
that button is not a solution to the problem.
Next, it is necessary to list the assumptions that are
made about the confidentiality, integrity, and availability
of this information. For instance, it is assumed that
the ballot information loaded on the DTD is identical

to what was generated by the EMS. Furthermore, it is
assumed that the information on the DTD (e.g., ballots
or voting results) is unaltered during transport.
Step 2. Develop misuse cases for violating the assumptions
It is important to devise experiments to test the cases
in which some of the assumptions (procedural and
otherwise) are violated, intentionally or not. This step
constructs misuse cases where if these assumptions are
not true the secrecy, integrity, or availability of the
election could be jeopardized. For each misuse case the
assumption that is violated and the resulting failure are
identified. Note that at this step we do not identify the
actual attack, or the actor that carries out the threat. An
example of a misuse case is violating the assumption that
DTDs cannot be altered during transport without being
detected. This could result in invalid ballot information
or invalid election results.
Step 3. System analysis and identification of the lowlevel information flow
The goal of this phase is to model the input/output interface of each hardware and software component. First of
all, it is important to inspect the hardware and list every
input/output channel such as serial ports, memory card
slots, or wireless interfaces. For example, even though a
DRE is usually not equipped with a keyboard, opening
its case can reveal an internal keyboard port that can be
very useful for debugging and testing.
The best way to reconstruct the information flow
between the different components is through a precise
analysis of the source code. However, in order to avoid
problems in the rest of the experiments, it is a good
practice to initially verify that the source code obtained
in step 0 corresponds to the actual software installed on
the various machines. Unfortunately, the use of proprietary (or no longer available) build environments can
complicate this operation, sometimes making a precise
verification impossible.
During this phase, the testers must precisely identify
what data is exchanged between the different components, what protocol and data format is used in the
communication, and which physical medium carries the
information (e.g., an Ethernet cable, a phone line, or
a compact flash card). This step begins by identifying
the low-level flow(s) that implement each of the highlevel flows in step 1. If there is a high-level flow that
is not matched in the low-level, then it is necessary to
determine whether the high-level flow is erroneous. If
it is not, then the missing low-level flow(s) must be
identified. An example of an erroneous high-level flow
might be where a VVPAT was identified in the highlevel, but none was used in the actual implementation.
In this case, the high-level flow of information from the
DRE to the VVPAT would be erroneous. If there is a lowlevel information flow identified in this step that was not
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identified in step 1, then the flow could lead to a way to
covertly leak information.
It is also important to understand how each component authenticates and validates the data it receives and
how the information is protected from external analysis,
eavesdropping, man-in-the-middle attacks, tampering,
and replay attacks. For example, it may be possible for
an attacker to use the same credentials to vote twice or
to sniff the communication containing the voting results.
If the data is encrypted, it is important to understand
the way in which the encryption key has been shared
between the sender and the receiver. For example, if the
key used to encrypt the data on a DTD is transmitted on
the same medium, the security of the communication can
be easily compromised. That is, an attacker could alter
the information on the DTD and produce a new integrity
checksum by using the key stored on the DTD. Thus, the
alteration would go undetected.
Finally, the analysis of the source code can reveal other
valuable information, such as undocumented features or
information flows, or the presence of debug functionalities that can be exploited to subvert the voting system.
Step 4. Identification of threats and attack exposures
At this stage it is important to define a precise threat
model, which is a model of the possible attackers, their
motivations, capabilities, and goals. For instance, an
attacker can be interested in deleting or altering the
results, in preventing other people from voting, or in discovering the identity of previous voters. Categorizing the
attackers is also very important. Given the critical tasks
performed by these devices and the amount of money
involved in a real election, insiders, as well as outsiders
(e.g., regular voters), can be interested in attacking the
system. Poll workers and election officials can be bribed,
or they may have personal interests in affecting the
results of an election. Even malicious vendor employees
must be taken into consideration, especially given their
access to the low-level voting infrastructure.
To identify actual attack scenarios one considers each
of the assumption violations of step 2 that yielded
an undesirable result. For each of these, the low-level
information is analyzed to see if an attack scenario can
be identified. More precisely, the system analysis of step
3 describes how the actual voting system works, the
operational procedures in step 1 describe how humans
are supposed to interact with the system, and the threat
model describes the possible goals and resources of
various attacker categories. Combining these three pieces
of information allows the security engineer to identify
possible attack scenarios. For instance, consider a corrupt
election official whose goal is to change the results reported for his/her precinct. The operational procedures
of step 1 show that the official has access to the DTD
results cartridge. Furthermore, a misuse case from step 2
reveals that being able to alter a DTD in an undetectable
manner allows one to alter the reported results. Finally,

the details of step 3 reveal that the key for encrypting
the data on the DTD is stored on the device. With this
information the security tester can develop a scenario
where the corrupt election official alters the DTD in an
undetectable manner to change the results reported for
his/her precinct.
One can visualize the voting process as a chain of trust
and information that links together all the machines and
the people involved in the voting system. At the beginning, the election officials prepare the ballot definition.
The definition is saved into some devices that are then
used to initialize the electronic voting machines. At the
end of the election, the votes stored in the machines
are collected and sent back to the election management
system to be tallied.
This process has a cyclic structure (See Figure 4),
where the input of a step in the process is the output of
the previous step. Enumerating all the attack scenarios
means enumerating all the possible ways in which an
attacker can compromise a component involved in the
process and break the cycle.
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Fig. 4. Graphic description of the cyclical information flow
among the components of the voting system.
Step 5. Breaking the cycle: attacking a component of
the voting process
The objective of this phase is twofold. First, the tester
must perform a vulnerability analysis to identify any
software bug or system design error that can lead to a
vulnerability that can be exploited to realize one of the
attack scenarios that has been identified in the previous
step.
When a vulnerability is discovered in one of the
components, it is necessary to develop an attack that
successfully exploits the vulnerability. Compared with
other security testing experiments, this task presents
interesting and novel difficulties. First, due to the intrinsic characteristics of the voting environment, it is often
necessary to develop a number of ad hoc tools in order
to interact with the voting devices.
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Second, the stealthiness of the attack can be a very
important point. Even though a simple exploit that
crashes a DRE can be an effective denial of service attack,
more advanced attacks that aim at affecting the results
of the election need to go unnoticed. This is particularly
difficult, because most election systems are designed to
identify and audit any error and suspicious condition;
often, they rely on a Voter-Verified Paper Audit Trail,
which can be very difficult to modify.
Examples of tools and techniques that can be used to
circumvent these limitations are presented in Section 6.
Step 6. Closing the cycle: compromising the entire
voting system
Sometimes the usefulness of individual attack scenarios
are not realized until vulnerabilities of multiple components are known. For instance, the full advantage of
being able to modify ballot information on a DTD may
not be evident until it is known that there is a buffer
overflow in the DRE routine that reads the ballot header.
In the previous step, the testers develop attacks that
can be used to compromise a single component of the
voting system. In this last phase, the focus shifts from the
single component to the entire voting system. In particular, it is now important to evaluate how a compromised
component can take advantage of the legitimate information flow to take control of other devices, with the goal
of eventually controlling the entire voting infrastructure.
The idea is to use a combination of the attacks developed in the previous step to inject a virus-like malicious software that is programmed to automatically
spread to as many voting machines as possible2 . This
can be achieved by copying the virus onto media devices
(DTDs) that are later inserted into other components
where the malicious data can trigger a local vulnerability.
If the virus can reach and infect election central (where
components for all of the precincts are initialized and
the votes are tallied), the entire voting process can be
compromised.
Summary
As mentioned earlier, we believe that our testing
methodology can be adapted and applied even when
the settings of the testing are different than the projects
reported in this paper. In these cases, it will not be
possible to complete some of the steps we presented
(e.g., testing the interactions of multiple components
of the voting system will not be possible if only one
is available) or it will be necessary to use different
techniques to perform some of the testing (e.g., if the
documentation of a component is not provided, reverse
engineering may have to be used to understand how the
system works).
2. Hereinafter, we refer to the malicious software we have developed
as a virus or malware. We describe the behavior of the malicious
software as “virus-like” because it spreads from machine to machine.

6

TOOLS

AND

T ECHNIQUES

In this section, we describe some of the techniques and
tools we used to apply our testing methodology. Because electronic voting systems are implemented using
specialized hardware, custom tools are often needed. In
particular, it is usually necessary to develop three sets of
tools: tools to extract and replace the voting machine’s
firmware, tools to support the development and testing
of exploit payloads, and tools to read and write the
voting machine’s data transport devices.
How these tools are actually implemented depends
on the type of firmware the voting machine utilizes.
Therefore, we first review the different firmware types
and discuss how they influence the testing process.
6.1

Types of voting machine firmware

The firmware of the voting machines we analyzed can be
classified into three different types, based on the amount
of COTS components they utilize. The first group of voting system firmware utilizes a COTS operating system
and all voting-specific code is run as processes within
the operating system. The second class of firmware
utilizes a COTS BIOS. In this case, the voting system
firmware includes functionality normally performed by
the operating system, but utilizes the BIOS for most I/O
operations and boot-time initialization. The third class of
voting system firmware does not rely on any third-party
components. This type of voting system firmware runs
completely stand-alone.
Depending on the class of firmware, the type of analysis tools needed for the evaluation differs. For systems
utilizing a COTS operating system, the operating system
tools and services can be leveraged to perform the analysis. For instance, most operating systems include tools
to perform file operations (e.g., a command shell) that
can be leveraged in order to replace the voting-systemspecific code. In addition, many operating systems include functionality to support the debugging of userlevel processes. This debugging functionality is very
useful when crafting exploits. Finally, an OS provides
process isolation; therefore, if an attack causes the voting
system process to crash, the operating system would
keep running and allow for uninterrupted debugging
support.
Systems that rely on a COTS BIOS but do not run in
an operating system require radically different analysis
methodologies. This class of voting system firmware
does not include all the services normally provided by
an operating system. For instance, none of the systems
we analyzed contained functionality for attaching a debugger to the voting application process or for manipulating files. Another challenge with these systems is
that they have very limited I/O capabilities. A common
debugging technique is to create a debug program trace
by printing to the console as the program execution
progresses. This technique is complicated by the fact that
none of the voting machines has a built-in console that
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could be printed to. In addition, the voting systems of
this type that we analyzed were designed so that if the
process running the voting system software crashes, then
the whole system halts. This complicated the process of
doing a post-mortem analysis of failed exploits.
Voting systems that are completely stand-alone have
all the challenges of OS-free voting systems, in addition
to some specific challenges that the lack of a BIOS causes.
One of the main tasks of the BIOS is to facilitate the boot
process. The normal boot sequence of a system with a
BIOS begins with the processor jumping to a specific
address within the BIOS where it starts executing. The
BIOS initializes some of the hardware and loads the boot
block from the boot drive. The boot block in turn loads
the operating system from disk. The operating system is
often contained in a regular file on the boot file system.
In a BIOS-free system, however, the boot process works
differently. The processor starts executing at a specific
address after a reset. Since there is no BIOS in the system,
the voting system code must be located where the BIOS
would be in a COTS system. This means that the voting
system code cannot be stored in a file on a file system,
but, instead, has to be stored on a ROM or EPROM
chip. This fact complicates the analysis. In a BIOS-based
system, it is easy to read and replace the voting system
firmware since it is located in a regular file on a flash
card and hardware adapters to access flash cards are
readily available. The BIOS-free systems we analyzed
all required specialized and less available hardware in
order to read and write the EPROM chips. In addition,
in one of the systems we analyzed, the EPROM was
soldered on the board and it could not be removed
without unsoldering it.
6.2 Firmware reader/writer tools
For the voting machines that had firmware stored on
an EPROM chip, we needed a way to read and modify
the contents of the chip. While commercial EPROM
readers are readily available, they did not suit our needs.
EPROM readers require the chip to be extracted from the
circuit and inserted into the reader. The voting machines
we analyzed had the chips soldered onto a circuit board,
and removing them would have been cumbersome and
could have caused damage. Fortunately, the processors
used in the voting machines with ROM chips all had
built-in JTAG [58] support, which could be leveraged to
access the EPROM chips. JTAG is a hardware debugging
interface. Among other things, it allows the tester to
completely bypass the processor logic and control the
logic state of the processor’s pins directly. By changing
the logic state of the processor’s pins in a carefully
controlled pattern, the EPROM can be accessed through
the JTAG port. Unfortunately, we could not find an
affordable JTAG tool that supported the particular processor used by the voting device. We ended up extending
an open source JTAG tool designed for ARM processors
(OpenOCD [59]) to work with the voting machine’s
processor.

6.3

Exploitation support tools

Developing exploits for a voting machine is also a difficult and error-prone task. Each attack must be accurately
tested to tune the exploits with the right memory values.
Unfortunately, the adoption of proprietary firmware and
the lack of appropriate emulator platforms forced us to
perform all the tests directly on the real voting machines.
To make this operation feasible, we first had to add
debugging capabilities to the DREs. In addition, once
the exploit is ready, an appropriate payload must be
developed. To simplify this operation, we developed a
framework that allows the attacker to inject malicious
code in the voting machine by automatically patching its
firmware. The details of the debugger and the patching
framework are presented in the following paragraphs.
6.3.1

Debugger

One of the most important tools needed to write a
functioning exploit is a debugger. The debugger allows
the tester to inspect the memory contents of the voting machine, set breakpoints, and single step through
the sections of code that contain vulnerabilities. Since
none of the DREs we analyzed had built-in support
for debugging, we had to add this functionality. We
chose to implement GNU debugger (GDB) support over
a serial line. This technique allows the tester to attach a
debugging computer to the voting machine using a serial
cable. The debugging computer runs the GDB application and provides the tester with full debugging support
of the target voting machine. In order to implement this
functionality, a debugging stub has to be installed on the
voting machine.
We were not able to compile the firmware of any of
the voting machines we tested because we were not
provided with a functional build system. This forced us
to binary-patch in the debugging stub. The debugging
stub we used was based on a stub shipped with GDB.
We modified the stub in order to make it self-contained,
since we could not rely on operating system services
to access the serial port. After compiling the stub, we
copied the binary stub to an unused area of the voting
machine’s ROM. For the stub to work, it needs to be
hooked into the voting machine’s interrupt table. We
located the interrupt table of the voting machine by
disassembling the binary. The interrupt table can easily
be found by looking for the assembly instruction used to
load the interrupt table. After identifying the location of
the interrupt table, we modified the table to point at our
debugging stub. By performing these modifications, the
code running on the voting machine could be debugged.
6.3.2

Firmware patching framework

After identifying a vulnerability and creating a working
exploit, the next step was to modify the firmware and
cause it to behave in a malicious way. Since we were not
able to compile the source code, we could not just modify
the source and compile a malicious firmware version.
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Instead, we had to modify the firmware by binarypatching in the new functionality. Manually performing
the binary patching can be time-consuming and errorprone. Therefore, we designed a patching framework
that allowed us to write extensions to the firmware in
C and link these extensions to the original firmware.
Two types of linking were needed. First, the extensions
needed to be able to call functions in the original firmware. Second, the extensions needed to be able to hook
themselves into the original firmware so that the original firmware would call the extensions at an arbitrary
location. The framework consisted of two jump tables
and a patching script. The two jump tables processed
the two kinds of links and allowed the extension to
call functions in the original firmware normally. The
patching script concatenated the original firmware and
the extensions and created a new binary. In addition,
the patching script overwrote interesting function calls
in the original firmware and diverted the function calls
to the extension.
6.4

DTD manipulation tools

Most voting machines we analyzed utilized some kind
of data transport device or hardware token for access
control, transferring initialization data to the voting machines, and moving the voting results back to the EMS.
The DTDs stored a sizable amount of data that was
read into the voting machine during the authentication
and initialization processes. Since the voting machine
was reading data from these tokens, they represented an
interesting attack vector. In order to explore this vector,
we developed tools to perform low-level reads and
writes of the data contained in the DTDs, which allowed
us to create tokens that contained illegal or unusual
data. The DTD and M100 filesystem reader/writers are
discussed in the following paragraphs.
6.4.1 DTD reader/writer
We developed a number of tools to extract and parse the
information contained in various DTDs. Our tools were
also able to write blocks of data back to the transport
devices, setting all of the headers and checksum values
appropriately. Sometimes, as in the case of ES&S personalized electronic ballot (PEB), the data was stored in
encrypted format but the decryption key was also stored
inside the device itself. In this case our reader/writer
tool was able to retrieve the key and to use it to decrypt
the information contained inside the device and encrypt
our modifications.
By leveraging these basic operations, our tools allowed
us to dump the contents of a DTD and to create valid
DTDs containing arbitrary data.
6.4.2 M100 filesystem reader/modifier
Sometimes, being able to read and write the contents
of a DTD was not enough. For example, the ES&S M100
optical ballot scanner allows the firmware to be updated

from a PCMCIA card. While reading from and writing
to the card was not too complicated, extracting and
forging the firmware content was problematic. In fact,
the firmware consisted of a filesystem containing a set of
hardware drivers, startup scripts, and the main scanner
application. Unfortunately the filesystem, a proprietary
QNX filesystem specifically made for flash memory, was
created with an old version of the QNX development
tools, which is no longer supported by the QNX operating system.
Since we could not find any tools or any description of
the filesystem specifications, we had to reverse-engineer
its format. The fact that the content of the filesystem
was compressed in order to save memory further complicated the reverse-engineering process.
We finally created a tool that was able to extract and
decompress all the files contained inside a firmware
image. Even though the tool did not support the generation of a new filesystem from scratch, it was able
to re-compress a file and put it back in an existing
firmware image. This was enough to allow us to extract
and modify the main optical scanner application.

7

F INDINGS

We performed a security evaluation of the Sequoia voting system as a part of TTBR project for the state of California and the ES&S voting system as a part of EVEREST
project for the state of Ohio. Each voting system was
currently certified for use in the corresponding state.
The exact versions of the reviewed systems and their
components can be found in the public reports of the
studies [5], [6].
Our security evaluations of both the Sequoia and ES&S
voting systems resulted in the discovery of a number
of previously-unknown vulnerabilities. Some of the vulnerabilities found were specific to a particular system
or a component, and others were common to both
systems. More importantly, vulnerabilities discovered in
both systems often resulted from serious design flaws
and apparent lack of security awareness of system developers. For example, we found that important security
mechanisms, such as cryptography, were almost never
used correctly (if used at all) and well-known security
practices, such as avoidance of the usage of unsafe string
handling functions, were often ignored. These findings
lead us to conclude that both evaluated voting systems
are poorly designed, fundamentally insecure, and have a
potential to contain more exploitable vulnerabilities than
what was found during the time-bounded studies of the
systems that we participated in.
In general, vulnerabilities that we found during the
studies are new in the context of the evaluated voting systems, but, nevertheless, they all belong to wellknown, in the system security world, classes of vulnerabilities. The fact that similar types of vulnerabilities were
also found in other voting systems evaluated either in
previous studies (described in Section 3) or as a part of
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TTBR and EVEREST studies [60], [61] inevitably leads to
the conclusion that all currently used voting systems are
insecure. The fact that the majority of the discovered vulnerabilities could be easily avoided if the systems were
carefully designed and implemented from the beginning
shows that voting system vendors are more interested
in releasing profitable rather than reliable and secure
products. Finally, the fact that such systems are certified
and used throughout the country clearly shows that the
voting system certification process is seriously flawed.
Thus, our findings once again confirm the concern that
the current state of voting technology fails to guarantee
fair elections.
In the following sections, we will describe a representative sample of the previously-unknown vulnerabilities
that we found.
7.1 EMS vulnerabilities
Tests of both vendors’ election management systems
(EMS) revealed numerous vulnerabilities. Perhaps the
most troubling finding was the presence of exploitable
software defects allowing the execution of arbitrary code
of an attacker’s choosing. For instance, buffer overflows
were present throughout the source code for the ES&S
EMS, indicating a pervasive ignorance or dismissal of
basic security awareness and defensive programming
techniques. In one case, we developed a working exploit
for a buffer overflow in ES&S election results processing
code that allows an attacker to gain full control of the
EMS when election, pre-election, or testing results are
processed. To exploit this vulnerability, an attacker needs
to be able to modify a DTD that is used to transfer
election results from a DRE. One way to achieve that
is described in Section 8.2. A successful attack can go
completely undetected.
Another area of significant concern was the general
lack or misuse of cryptographic techniques to authenticate the origin of data processed by the voting system
or to ensure the integrity of critical election data. For
instance, asymmetric cryptography was completely eschewed in favor of secret keys, which in many cases
were hard-coded into a component’s software with no
apparent strategy for key revocation in the event of a
compromise. Additionally, although election data was
in some cases protected by a checksum, these were easily forged and, invariably, no cryptographically-strong
signing mechanism was used. These oversights allow an
attacker, for instance, to forge authentication tokens and
election results, in some cases for entire precincts.
A third area in which vulnerabilities were found is that
of incomplete specification of system requirements and
misconfiguration of system environments. Both vendors
support the option of deploying their EMS on customerprovided hardware; in this case, however, documentation relating to proper system configuration and security
hardening is often misleading or incomplete, resulting in
potentially serious vulnerabilities. For instance, the Sequoia EMS was configured with the Windows “autorun”

feature enabled for removable media, which allows an
attacker to compromise the machine via the simple insertion of a flash drive or CD-ROM. The EMS also allowed
remote users to not only connect to its back-end database
as the database administrator, but also allowed remote
users to execute arbitrary commands using database
extensions that could have been easily disabled. The
ES&S EMS, as another example, was shipped with a
version of the Java Runtime Environment that includes
a known vulnerability in its image processing code.
Clearly, a coherent, pellucidly articulated set of configuration procedures and system requirements would
largely mitigate such vulnerabilities.
Finally, none of the systems had sufficient access control mechanisms implemented to protect critical election
data from unauthorized access. As a result, anyone (not
necessarily an election official) with physical or remote
access to the EMS, could potentially view or modify
election data 3 . In most cases, user-level security was
expected to be implemented by the host operating system. Ironically, the Sequoia system documentation states
that the recommended OS choices included Windows
98 and Me, which have no user-level security. In the
ES&S system, some (but not all) EMS components could
optionally be configured to be protected by an authentication and auditing module, which turned out to be
vulnerable to a simple SQL injection attack.
To summarize, we found that the security of the
election management systems, which are used to store
and process the election data for one or more precincts,
mostly relied on the assumption that only a limited
number of trusted officials can have physical access to
them and that a set of predefined procedures for each
EMS is strictly followed by the officials. Clearly, both
assumptions can easily be violated, intentionally or not,
leaving election data virtually unprotected.
7.2

DRE vulnerabilities

In our evaluations, the vendors’ respective DRE products
suffered from classes of vulnerabilities similar to those
found in the election management systems. Both DREs
contained multiple buffer overflows in their handling of
election data, and working exploits were developed for
overflows in the ballot-loading code for each machine.
Generally speaking, each of the vendors’ source code
bases were written without regard to modern security
engineering practices, such as avoiding the usage of
unsafe string handling functions or performing rigorous
input validation checks.
An important characteristic of the vulnerabilities that
we successfully exploited on both systems is that they
could be automatically and silently exploited during normal election operations and resulted in complete system
3. In general, to protect election-critical data, counties are expected
to follow a set of procedures that limit access to the EMS to authorized
election officials only. However, if these procedures are violated, intentionally or not, the system can be easily accessed by an unauthorized
person.
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compromise. For example, we found that it was possible
to take complete control of the ES&S DRE by creating a
specially-crafted DTD and exploiting a buffer overflow
in the poll-opening process. In the Sequoia system, the
DRE’s firmware could be silently overwritten with code
of an attacker’s choosing by constructing a malicious
version of the DTD that was used to transfer an election
definition from the EMS to a DRE. Perhaps even more
troubling than the existence of buffer overflows, we
found that both systems’ DREs did not have sufficient
means to detect a firmware replacement or modification.
Clearly, hardware support for trusted software execution
and the use of non-writable memory would be able to
mitigate a large range of similar attacks.
The design of both DREs also exhibited the same
ignorance or misapplication of cryptography as in the
case of the EMS, with similar implications. During our
evaluations, it was trivial for an attacker to forge authentication tokens as well as modify or simply create
election data. For example, it was possible to forge the
voter cards used by Sequoia DREs when a static key used
for their content encryption was recovered from the binary image of the DRE firmware. More interestingly, on
both systems, critical security tokens, such as an encryption/decryption key, a password, or an identification
number, were often stored on the DTDs themselves and
were completely trusted by other system components
without performing any cross-checks. For example, in
the ES&S system, an election key, which was used by
all components of the system as a unique identifier, was
stored on a DTD in an encrypted form. However, the
key used to encrypt the election key was also stored on
the same DTD in unencrypted form. On both systems,
the critical lack of cryptographic protection allows a
malicious person to impersonate an election official or
vendor technician, vote multiple times (for example, by
using multiple forged authentication tokens), perform
unauthorized reconfiguration, or introduce exploits into
the system. Some of these attacks, for example, the ones
that change vote counts, can potentially be detected if
data (such as the number of registered voters and the
number of votes collected at a precinct) originating from
different sources is compared. It is our understanding,
however, that even if data discrepancies are detected,
it is not possible to tell which collected votes are the
legitimate ones and which are not. Thus, even if such an
attack is detected, it should be considered an effective
attack that will affect the outcome of an election.
A particularly disquieting finding was the presence,
in both products, of backdoors or expressly-prohibited
features in the source code. In the case of the Sequoia
DRE, its firmware contained a full-fledged interpreter
for a scripting language, which allowed a user to set
the “tamper-proof” protective counter of the machine,
set the machine’s serial number, overwrite arbitrary files
(including election data, the firmware, or audit log)
on the internal compact flash drive, and reboot the

machine.4 The source code for the ES&S DRE likewise
recognized special “initialization” and “factory” authentication tokens that allow one to, for instance, reset or
bypass system passwords and erase election and audit
data.
Finally, contrary to the claims of the vendors, the
physical seals protecting access to critical components
of the DRE were, in almost all cases, not tamper-proof
or even tamper-evident. In many cases, the seals could
be removed without evidence or bypassed altogether
by simply removing a small number of screws and
disassembling the chassis of the DRE. The lack of physical security allows an attacker to access sensitive poll
worker controls and I/O ports during an election, or to
directly access the system firmware, election data, and
audit logs.
7.3

Optical scanner vulnerabilities

Evaluations of the various optical scanners offered by
both vendors followed much the same pattern as the
previous voting system components. A patent disregard
for cryptographic authentication and integrity checks
allows attackers to overwrite a system’s firmware with
malicious versions and modify or construct election
data to be processed by an EMS. For example, in our
evaluation, the firmware update procedure for the ES&S
M100 optical scanner did not require a password and the
option to upload a new firmware was given to the user
as soon as a suitable DTD with a correctly formatted
firmware was inserted. Thus, a sufficiently motivated
attacker with knowledge of the M100 hardware and
physical access to the machine could easily install a new
firmware on the optical scanner. Moreover, due to the
poor system design, a new malicious firmware could be
unintentionally installed on the scanner by a distracted
or inattentive poll worker who was given a malicious
DTD. This situation is possible because the procedure for
installing new firmware on the M100 is the same as the
procedure for loading a new election definition, which
is routinely done during each election. Due to the time
constraints and lack of local access, we were not able
to evaluate the Sequoia optical scanner as thoroughly as
we did for ES&S. However, the similarity of problems
found in other systems components allows us to suggest
that similar problems can exist in the Sequoia optical
scanners.
Physical security measures were lacking in both systems. In particular, the ES&S scanner lock was easily
picked with a paper clip during our tests, while the
“unpickable” lock on the Sequoia scanner was bypassed
by removing a few screws and pulling out the lock cylinder from the scanner’s chassis by hand. In both cases,
an attacker was able to access the machine internals to
potentially execute arbitrary code.
4. “Self-modifying, dynamically loaded or interpreted code is prohibited,
except under the security provisions outlined in section 6.4.e” [62, Sec. 4.2.2]
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8

ATTACKS

The vulnerabilities that pervade each vendor’s voting
system allow a multitude of serious attacks to be executed under several threat models. Taken in isolation,
these vulnerabilities constitute a sobering threat to the
successful execution of a fair election. Clearly, the ability
to run arbitrary code on the election management system
of a county, or to directly modify election data from a
high-speed optical scanner that processes tens of thousands or more votes during a single election, is a cause
for alarm. When these vulnerabilities are considered in
the context of the system as a whole, however, even
more alarming attack scenarios present themselves. To
illustrate this point, in the following sections we discuss
a class of attacks that was successfully demonstrated
on both vendors’ voting systems: a voting system virus.
We also show how the virus could be used to steal an
election.
8.1

Sequoia virus

In the Sequoia voting system deployment, an attacker
first obtains access to a county elections office.5 The
attacker surreptitiously drops a maliciously crafted USB
flash drive into the pool of drives used to initialize the
smart card programming device. When the malicious
drive is inserted into the computer hosting the EMS,
Windows autorun automatically executes a Trojan hidden on the drive that contains the virus.
The virus silently installs itself and begins monitoring
the host for removable media insertion and removal
events. Any flash drive inserted into the EMS is infected
with a copy of the virus. In addition, results cartridges
are modified to contain an exploit for a buffer overflow
in the DRE’s ballot-loading code as well as a copy of the
virus.
Infected results cartridges are subsequently used to
initialize DREs prior to the election. The exploit silently
executes during ballot loading and installs a malicious
firmware on the DRE. The malicious firmware acts
normally during pre-election logic and accuracy testing
by taking advantage of existing firmware variables that
indicate whether the DRE is being tested.
On election day, the malicious firmware begins to
execute various vote-stealing attacks. Discussion of these
attacks is deferred to Section 8.4.
After the tallying and reporting process has completed, the virus can remove itself to avoid detection,
or it can remain dormant on the EMS host until the next
election.
8.2

ES&S virus

In the ES&S voting system deployment, an attacker with
access to a DRE loads a malicious firmware containing
5. Note that if the attacker is an insider, such as an elections official
or maintenance worker, they already have access to the election office.

the virus into the machine, either by exploiting a vulnerability or by directly modifying the on-board flash
memory. When a master DTD is inserted into the DRE
to initialize it for the election, the malicious firmware
installs a copy of the virus on the DTD itself. Subsequent
uses of the DTD to initialize other DREs result in those
machines being infected through a ballot-loading exploit.
During pre-election logic and accuracy tests, the firmware behaves as expected. During the election, however,
the malicious firmware carries out vote-stealing attacks
similar to those described in Section 8.4.
After the election has ended, a master DTD is used to
collect the votes from each DRE. During this operation,
the malicious firmware infects the DTD with a copy
of the virus, if it is not already infected. The DTD is
then transported by an elections official to the county
elections office, where the votes are transferred into the
EMS. During this operation, a vulnerability in the EMS
is exploited such that the virus is installed in the EMS,
allowing for the possibility of further attacks against the
election system.
After the election results are compiled and reported,
the virus can remove itself or it can remain dormant on
the EMS host until the next election. At that time, the
virus will infect the master DTD that is programmed to
initialize the DREs for that jurisdiction, and the cycle will
continue.
8.3

Stealing an election

On election day, malicious software that has been installed by the virus at various points in the voting
system becomes active. The primary goal of the malware
is to influence the results of the election such that a
designated candidate or set of candidates is reported
as receiving the highest number of votes. Clearly, this
result can be accomplished in a number of ways. At
the DRE or optical scanner, a malicious firmware may
modify a subset of ballots as they are cast such that they
include votes for the preferred candidates. Additionally,
it may surreptitiously insert fake ballots with votes for
the preferred candidates. It may also attempt to discard,
corrupt, or otherwise fail to properly record votes cast for
other candidates. Finally, it may simply report a voting
summary to the election headquarters that, rather than
reflecting the true distribution of votes recorded, reports
a false vote distribution favoring the preferred candidates. A similar approach that deliberately miscounts
collected ballots can be employed by malware at the
central tabulator at election headquarters.6
A secondary, but nonetheless vital, goal of the malware is to escape detection by any countermeasures intended to expose election fraud. This goal is important in
order to maintain the illusion of legitimacy with respect
to the election, as well as to preserve the anonymity of
6. Note that an attack mounted at an aggregation point for precinctlevel ballots depends upon the unavailability of intermediate results
at each precinct.
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the perpetrators. Countermeasures that must be evaded
by the malware may include technical safeguards such
as cryptographic verification of election software7 or
paper audit trails that can be examined by conscientious
voters or election officials. Procedural measures, such as
mandatory recounts in particularly close races, should be
considered. Also, post-election analysis of the reported
results should not reveal significant statistical anomalies
that would constitute evidence of fraud.
The following sections outline, in detail, specific attacks we have identified against the various components
of electronic voting systems that achieve the first goal of
maliciously influencing election results. Additionally, in
many cases the attacks we discuss successfully evade, in
practice, current countermeasures.
8.4

DRE attacks

Attacks that can be performed by a malicious firmware
installed on the DRE can act either upon individual
ballots or on aggregate results to be reported to the
central tabulator. The following scenarios are of the
former type; a general example discussing both how
aggregate results at the DRE can be attacked as well as
large-scale strategy for how individual ballots at the DRE
can be subverted is presented in Section 8.6.
These attacks assume the presence of a physical audit
trail, such as a paper tape, that can be inspected by
the voter in order to verify the correctness of their
ballot.8 Therefore, each attack attempts to ensure that
the physical audit trail is consistent with the number
of votes recorded internally by the DRE. Some attacks
may also insert additional votes in both the physical
audit trail and the electronic results. These attacks are
feasible because, in most cases, the election officials
cannot determine which votes have been forged and they
will have to either accept all the votes or discard the
results of the election altogether.
For the following scenarios we assume that the attacker is only interested in changing the votes for one
candidate.
8.4.1 Trusting voter
In this scenario the malicious firmware assumes that the
voter is “inattentive,” in the sense that the voter is not
careful to check the ballot review screen or physical audit
trail for discrepancies from the intended selections. For
this attack the malicious firmware monitors votes cast by
a voter. At the time each selection is made, the intended
choice is displayed on the screen by the DRE. However,
if the voter does not vote for the preferred candidate,
then, once the ballot is complete, the malware changes
the voter’s selection such that the preferred candidate
is selected. This modified ballot is then presented for
7. Of course, no effective cryptographic verification exists in the
electronic voting systems studied.
8. Without such a device, a malicious firmware could modify ballots
at will without risking detection.

review by the voter on the DRE screen as well as on the
physical audit trail. If the voter fails to notice that the
ballot summary is incorrect, the malicious ballot is cast,
and the malware continues to execute the attack against
subsequent voters.
Despite the heavily publicized reputation for electronic voting machine malfunction, several studies have
shown that only a small minority of voters actually notice when the ballot summary, either virtual or physical,
contains evidence of tampering [52], [53]. Therefore, in
practice, this attack would remain undetected with high
likelihood. This scenario has the additional advantage
that no evidence of malfeasance resulting from the attack can be detected by post-election audits, since the
electronic and physical audit trails will match. Also, if
the voter does notice the discrepancy, there is no proof
that he/she did not just make a mistake.
8.4.2 Careful voter
In contrast to the previous scenario, this attack assumes
that the voter is cognizant of the possibility for electronic
voting machine malfunction, and will be careful to check
the ballot summary before casting the ballot. In this
case, a different attack, which has a lower probability
of detection, can be executed.
The malware allows the voting process to continue
normally until the ballot is cast by the voter. If the
voter did not vote for the preferred candidate, then the
malware changes the voter’s selection such that the preferred candidate is selected. This modified ballot is then
presented for review by the voter on the DRE screen as
well as on the physical audit trail. If the “careful” voter
happens to notice that the displayed ballot summary
is incorrect, the malware allows the voter to edit the
ballot in order to correct the “mistake.” In this case,
the ballot is cast in its intended form. Additionally, the
malware considers itself detected and, therefore, disables
the attack for a specified period of time (or number of
voters). As with the trusting voter scenario, the electronic
and physical audit trails will match.
8.4.3 Fleeing voter
A relatively common occurrence when using electronic
voting systems is that of the “fleeing” voter. Fleeing
voters are voters who leave the polling station before
completing the ballot. Fleeing voters are handled differently according to the election jurisdiction; regardless, a
malicious firmware can take advantage of this circumstance.
In some jurisdictions abandoned ballots are cast by
a poll worker.9 If the fleeing voter has voted for the
preferred candidate, then the malware installed on the
DRE will do nothing. However, if the vote was against
the preferred candidate, then the malware modifies the
ballot as necessary to reflect a vote for the preferred
candidate. In both cases, the malicious firmware allows
9. In California, abandoned ballots are treated in this manner.
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the poll worker to cast the ballot. Clearly, both the
electronic results and physical audit trail will match.
In other jurisdictions, abandoned ballots are discarded
by a poll worker.10 In this case, again two possibilities
arise. First, if the ballot does not contain a selection for
the preferred candidate, then the malicious firmware allows the poll worker to discard the ballot, thus suppressing a vote for the undesirable candidate. If, however, the
ballot contains a vote for the desired candidate, then the
malicious firmware will cast the ballot automatically and
the poll worker will not be aware that the voter fled.
8.4.4 Fake fleeing voter
In this attack scenario, the malicious firmware artificially
induces a fleeing voter situation through careful manipulation of the DRE user interface. The malware allows
the voting process to continue normally until the ballot
is cast by the voter. However, instead of actually casting
the ballot, the malware simply displays a message to that
effect. For instance, a screen saying “Thank you for your
vote” could be displayed. The malware then waits for a
short period of time, during which the voter is assumed
to have left the polling station. After the timeout, the
malicious firmware proceeds as in the case of a fleeing
voter described previously.
8.4.5 After the fact vote
This scenario is similar to the fake fleeing voter scenario
except that the ballot is modified and automatically cast
after the voter leaves. The malware allows the voting
process to continue normally until the ballot is cast
by the voter. If the voter voted against the preferred
candidate, then instead of actually casting the ballot, the
malware simply displays a message indicating that the
voting process is over, as in the previous scenario. The
malware then waits for a short period of time, during
which the voter is assumed to have left the polling
station.
After the timeout, the malware modifies the ballot
such that the preferred candidate is selected instead. Additionally, the malware modifies the physical audit trail,
canceling the intended ballot containing a vote against
the preferred candidate. Physically, this process typically
consists of printing a message such as “CANCELED” after
the original ballot. A new ballot is then recorded that
indicates a vote in favor of the candidate. Finally, the
malware instructs the printer to scroll the audit trail such
that the modifications made in the previous step are no
longer visible to the voter, should the voter return to the
DRE.
Due to the fact that the modification of the ballot
is never displayed on the screen of the DRE and the
voter has likely left the polling booth when the physical
audit trail is modified, this attack is difficult to detect.
Additionally, the physical audit trail remains consistent
with the electronic results, with only slight abnormalities
10. Ohio is an example of such a jurisdiction.

in appearance that could be attributed to legitimate
malfunction.
8.4.6 Vote suppression
In contrast to previous attacks, this scenario involves
violating the availability of the DRE as opposed to the integrity of the ballot. The general approach is to simulate
an electronic voting machine malfunction, for instance
by intentionally miscalibrating the touch-screen display
or by displaying a standard error message and refusing
to accept further input. This attack could be mounted
with a low probability when the malicious firmware
detects that a majority of voters are not selecting the
preferred candidate, thereby suppressing undesirable
votes.11
8.5

Optical scanner attacks

Similarly to a DRE, attacks performed by a malicious
firmware installed on an optical scanner can target either
individual ballots or the aggregate results to be processed by the central tabulator. By definition, a physical
audit trail exists for optical scanners, consisting of the
ballots themselves. Furthermore, optical scanners do not
have the ability to modify the ballots directly. Thus, any
ballot modification performed by a malicious firmware
will necessarily contradict the physical audit trail.
8.6

Large-scale attacks

The attacks presented in the preceding sections primarily focus on how individual ballots can be subverted.
While these attacks are designed to evade detection by
countermeasures deployed at that scale, such as voterverifiable audit trails, indiscriminate execution of these
attacks would nevertheless be trivially detectable. For
example, consider a close race where two candidates
polled equally well prior to the election.12 If malicious
software was installed on every DRE and optical scanner
deployed in the jurisdiction, and each instance subverted
as many ballots as possible, the perpetrators would risk
causing a massive discrepancy between the expected
outcome (as predicted by pre-election polling) and the
true outcome. Even limiting the scope of the attacks
to a subset of the precincts might not be sufficient to
evade detection, as an increase in votes for the preferred
candidates could still raise suspicion if it could not be
explained by, for instance, pre-election polling trends
or demographics. On the other hand, fixing the attack
rate to a lower value runs the risk of not achieving the
desired outcome. Finally, manually tuning the attack rate
for every DRE and optical scanner in a jurisdiction is
time-consuming and prone to error.
11. Voting machines are often provisioned for each precinct based
upon an expected number of voters. Therefore, the disabling of even
a small number of machines can be effective in denying the ability to
cast a vote to a large number of voters.
12. Incidentally, it is this very scenario where election fraud is most
effective and, therefore, most likely to be performed.
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These considerations are also applicable to attacks
that can be executed against either the results gathered
from each DRE and optical scanner. Therefore, it would
be necessary to formulate a large-scale strategy that
achieves the desired goal of forcing the preferred set of
candidates to win, while simultaneously minimizing the
risk of detection due to statistical anomalies. Specifically,
at this scale, the attack is constrained by several conditions.
1) The number of votes for the preferred candidates
must be greater than those of the opponents.
2) The margin between vote tallies for any given race
must be greater than that allowing a recount according to law.
3) Vote tallies must be “close” to pre-election polling.
These conditions can naturally be cast as a set of linear constraints, and a general solution to automatically
determining the parameters to implement a large-scale
strategy can be derived using linear programming. For
example, consider a race where the votes reported in
a county with m precincts should be biased toward a
preferred candidate from a set of n candidates. Let
x = {x0,0 , . . . , xn−1,m−1 } , 0 ≤ i < n, 0 ≤ j < m
denote the percentage of the votes that each candidate i
should receive in precinct j, where x0,j is the preferred
candidate. Let E [x] denote the expected percentage of
votes each candidate will receive per precinct as indicated by pre-election polling, with a margin of error i,j
associated with each candidate i in precinct j. Finally,
let δ be the percentage vote differential below which a
recount can take place.
Then, a suitable vote distribution for each precinct can
be found by maximizing the objective function
f (x) =

m−1
X
X n−1

xi,j

j=0 i=0

subject to the constraints
n−1
X

xi,j = 1 ∀ 0 ≤ j < m

attacks against subsequent voters to restore the proper
local vote distribution. As long as each local distribution
is satisfied, the preferred candidate is guaranteed to
receive a sufficient number of votes, with an overall vote
distribution that minimizes the likelihood of detection.
Of course, if the pre-election polling data does not
indicate that the preferred candidate is likely to win
(i.e., a plurality of votes is not within the margin of
error), then the constraint system will not be feasible.
In this case, the margin of error  must be increased
until a solution is found. This, of course, results in an
increased deviation from pre-election polling data and,
consequently, a higher likelihood of detection.
8.7

Discussion

In the case of both the Sequoia and ES&S voting systems, analysis of the information flow of the voting
system along with the capabilities of each individual
attack discovered allowed for the identification of largescale threats against the voting systems that would not
have been recognized in a piecewise analysis. Virusstyle attacks clearly pose a greater threat to fair elections
than attacks against single components, since a greater
number of votes can be affected, and they are persistent
between elections.
Additionally, the wide variety and large number of
vulnerabilities discovered resulted in many vectors for
the introduction of such a virus. For instance, in the
case of the Sequoia voting system, the virus could be
introduced by exploiting a remote vulnerability in the
back-end database of the EMS. Similarly, for ES&S, the
virus could be introduced into the system by exploiting
the EMS during the tallying process for the preceding
election.
Finally, we want to stress that these scenarios have
been implemented and tested against real, certified voting systems that are in use today.13 Far from being
the purview of the mythical über-hacker, our findings
indicate that large-scale exploitation of electronic voting
systems is well within the capabilities of “persons having
ordinary skill in the art.”

i=0
m−1
X
j=0



m−1
X

x0,j ≥ 


xi,j  + δ ∀ 0 < i < n

j=0

xi,j ≥ E [xi,j ] − i,j
xi,j ≤ E [xi,j ] + i,j .
This distribution is used by the malicious firmware
installed on each DRE or optical scanner in a precinct
as a bound on the percentage of votes each candidate
should receive in a given precinct. As long as the number
of votes for the preferred candidate and the opposing
candidates remain above and below their respective
thresholds, the malicious firmware refrains from executing an attack. If, however, a bound for any of the candidates does not hold, the malicious firmware enables
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L ESSONS L EARNED

As we have shown above, the electronic voting systems
that we reviewed are neither secure nor well-designed.
In this section, we summarize what we found to be the
major pitfalls of both systems.
Poor integration leads to insecurity. One of the problems with most of the electronic voting systems that are
being used today is that these systems are put together
by integrating election components created by different
companies or groups. As a consequence, often there is
no overall system design and no coherent structure. In
13. A video that demonstrates the execution of these scenarios
against one of the systems we analyzed is available at http://www.cs.
ucsb.edu/∼seclab/projects/voting/.
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fact, one of the reviewed systems was a mish-mash of
legacy software. Almost every component was using its
own database (often storing duplicate data) and had
its own authentication system, if any. When integrating
election components that were designed to be stand-alone, it
is necessary to take into account the overall system design.
Cryptography is hard to get right. One of the major
areas of concern was the use of cryptography. In both
systems we found that most uses of cryptographic techniques could be classified into three main categories:
naive use, incorrect use, or no use at all. For example,
in one of the analyzed systems, data on a DTD was
protected via encryption using a strong symmetric block
cipher algorithm, but the encryption key was stored in
the clear on the same media. In other cases, when election data was protected by a checksum, the checksum
could be changed to match the maliciously modified
data. Even worse, in both systems, no cryptographicallystrong signing mechanisms were used to protect the
integrity of sensitive data. A mindful usage of strong
encryption algorithms with strong, well-protected keys along
with data signing are a must for building secure voting
systems.
Unfounded trust assumptions enable compromise. Another major problem with both reviewed systems was a
lack of mechanisms allowing one to check the origin of
data along with a lack of appropriate input validation. In
fact, most of the components that we reviewed assumed
that input data came from a specific system component,
disregarding the fact that in many cases it could easily
be forged. For example, checksums were often taken as
proof of data origin. Also, data that was expected to
come from other components (for example, data on a
DTD that was supposed to be generated by an EMS)
was often unchecked for boundary cases. Many such
cases resulted in exploitable vulnerabilities. It is wellknown in the security community that the lack of input
validation is one of the major premises for the existence
of vulnerabilities. One of the main premises for building
a secure voting system is the absence of any unfounded
assumptions and the careful checking of all inputs.
Certification and standards that are currently used are
not enough for security. Both of the systems analyzed
were certified, and their source code was officially compliant with at least one of the standards in use today.
Nevertheless, both systems were inherently insecure.
The problem is that currently used source code standards
are not security-oriented, and even if they were, a simple
checklist-based verification would not be enough. For
instance, to prevent buffer overflows, a standard could
require that any use of a function writing data to a buffer
should be preceded with a boundary check of input size
against the size of the destination buffer. In this case,
while the standard would enforce the usage of checks
before each case, it would still fail to guarantee that
the checks were correct. In fact, one of the exploitable
buffer overflows that we found was a result of a mistake

in a similar check. Also, during the review, we found
that systems are not as compliant with standards as
they claim to be. A more thorough and security-oriented
certification process for evaluating voting systems is needed.
Logic and accuracy testing gives a false sense of
security. One of the selling points of both systems was
the fact that they provide a built-in way of testing their
systems for accuracy, which can be done right before
an election. In practice, from a security perspective we
found the tests to be completely useless, since testing
was done only while in a special testing mode, which
was enabled through a switch in the system’s firmware.
Clearly, since the system itself is aware of the testing
mode, any malicious code that is implanted into the firmware could easily pass the accuracy tests. Interestingly
enough, one of the vendors seemed to have a strong
belief that their logic and accuracy test is capable of
identifying malicious code. The only way to make logic
and accuracy tests realistic is to, at the very least, have the
firmware totally unaware of any testing mode.
COTS components are difficult to configure in a secure
way. We found that the use of COTS components in
some cases made the voting systems more vulnerable.
The main problem is that COTS components often come
with a lot of functionality and can be hard to configure
in a secure way. For example, the EMS for both systems
was based on the Windows operating system, which is
a very complex system of its own, with a large number
of pre-configured settings. Adequate hardening of such
a system requires a high level of expertise. Nevertheless,
the systems that were given to us came mostly with
default configurations and no specification on how to
configure the system’s security was given in either case.
The “autorun” vulnerability presented in Section 7 is one
example of this problem. When COTS components are used,
vendors should either provide a detailed specification of how
the systems should be configured or they should provide preconfigured systems.
Voting procedures underestimate the power of potential adversaries. Another common problem that we
found is that the security and integrity of both systems
often depend on poll workers following an explicit set of
procedures. In fact, we found that the physical security
of most components depended more on compliance with
a set of procedures than on strong physical guards. It
was often the case that the seals that were used to protect
critical system components could be easily bypassed.
Interestingly, the vendors seem to fail to realize that
procedures cannot substitute for built-in system security
and can be easily violated, intentionally or not. In fact,
the rebuttal of one of the vendors to a discovered security problem was that the problem cannot occur because
it violates the procedures. Procedures should never be relied
upon as the only guarantee of system security; rather, each
component of a system should implement a complete set of
security mechanisms necessary for its protection.
Security training of developers is not sufficient. One
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of the most frustrating discoveries that we made is the
apparent lack of adequate security training of the voting
system developers. For example, it was often the case
that code written in C consistently used the infamous
strcpy() function without checking the size of the copied
data against the size of the destination buffer, which is
one of the most common causes of buffer overflows.
Even more surprisingly, we found cases where the more
secure strncpy() function was used, but incorrectly; the
size of the input was checked against itself rather than
against the destination buffer. Knowledge of basic security concepts, their application, and defensive programming
practices should be prerequisites for the developers of critical
systems, such as an electronic voting system.
Summary. In both electronic voting systems studied, we
found that security was not a part of the design and
security features were often added in an ad hoc way.
Furthermore, the “security through obscurity” principle
was often used as one of the main protection mechanisms. While undoubtedly the proprietary nature of
the voting software makes it harder for an attacker
to develop a working exploit for the system, we have
shown that it does not make a system completely secure.
Given sufficient time and determination, an attacker
can successfully reverse-engineer a system, starting with
very little information.
Application of the lessons presented in this section
would significantly improve the security of both systems. For instance, secure software development practices, static source code vulnerability analysis, automated
testing frameworks, and regular penetration testing are
all means by which the quality of the various software
components and system design as a whole could be
improved. The proper use of standard cryptographic
primitives for ensuring data integrity and provenance
would render some of the attacks presented difficult
or impossible to execute. Proper attention to system
integration and configuration would greatly decrease the
attack surface of electronic voting systems that incorporate COTS components.
Unfortunately, one cannot consider adoption of the
recommendations outlined here as a panacea for electronic voting. The design and implementation of distributed electronic voting systems that are robust against
both external and insider threats, where each component
from the application layer to the hardware is verifiably
free from vulnerabilities and malicious code, and that
satisfy the seemingly contradictory goals of transparency
and protection against coercion, remains an open problem. Certainly, adoption of the above recommendations
would improve the security of existing electronic voting
systems. Whether the integrity of the democratic process
should be entrusted to such a system is another question
entirely.
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C ONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented our analysis of two realworld electronic voting systems. These analyses were

performed as part of state-wide efforts that were unprecedented in terms of access to the hardware and
software components of the systems.
As part of these exercises, we devised a testing
methodology, developed new tools that are specifically
tailored to the security analysis of these systems, and
learned a number of lessons, all of which should be of
use to other testers that need to evaluate similar systems.
In both the systems that we analyzed, we found
major security vulnerabilities that could compromise the
confidentiality, integrity, and availability of the voting
process. These vulnerabilities allowed us to develop
virus-like malware that can spread from one component
of the system to another, eventually taking control of all
aspects of vote casting and tallying.
The results of our study suggest that there is a need for
a drastic change in the way in which electronic systems
are designed, developed, and tested. Researchers, practitioners, and policy makers need to define novel testing
approaches that take into account the peculiar information flow of these systems, as well as the combination of
computer security mechanisms and physical procedures
necessary to provide a high level of assurance.
However, experience with other critical application
domains has shown that building provably secure systems is not attainable in practice. Therefore, implementing secure voting processes will require improvements
in hardware design, software development, voting procedures, and voter education.
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